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Abstract—In this study, we examine how the upper and lower level performers construct their knowledge in an open-ended interactive challenging game-like design environment. The interactive game UNTANGL ED was used for this study. Piaget's theory of knowledge construction was used to examine performance data. Findings showed that the upper performers could be characterized as constructivist learners who are accommodators, learners who alter schema based on new information or experiences. These players used various incentives to both achieve success in completion of the game puzzles and change perspective during the game play. In contrast, the lower level performers used a constructed knowledge adaptation schema of assimilation. They did not complete the game puzzles and were not motivated by any incentives in the game play. Discussion and implications suggest how classroom teachers or game designers, who design games with an educational purpose, can recognize the needs of both constructors of knowledge: assimilators and accommodators and adjust instruction to assure success for both types of knowledge constructors.

Index Terms—Engineering education, games with a purpose, mapping, placement, constructive learning, STEM games.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Constructivism

Learning, the purposeful outcome of education takes on multiple forms and is best observed when learners construct their own knowledge based on experiences. In a learning world filled with technology, both in and out of the classroom, learners have extensive experiential opportunities that can lead to constructed knowledge. The most prominent theory of constructivism purported by Jean Piaget, asserts that experiential learning requires adaptation and occurs as either assimilation or accommodation [1]. In the former, a learner operates from a personal framework of knowledge and incorporates new learning experiences, without changing the original framework. In the latter, the learner reframes the original mental framework based on new information gained from experiential learning opportunities.

For this study, constructivist theory was applied, post-priori, using an inductive approach to examine and define the findings. Data, collected as self-selected, random players engaged with the puzzles, were examined through the lens of Piaget’s constructivist theory. The use of post-priori data, coupled with an inductive approach to constructivist theory, lead to the assumptions applied to the solutions to the puzzles. Assumptions were made about how learners constructed their knowledge, either as assimilators or accommodators.

B. Gaming and Constructivism

Electronic game developers have applied constructivist theory to create meaningful educational learning experiences for gamers [2]-[9]. Findings from studies of game design and the use of constructivist principles to design games yielded stronger games that had greater educational value and meaning for the players, affirming the position posited by Piaget. Gaming researchers examined the effective use of constructivist theory and found that game design was enhanced and learning more apparent when the theory was applied [9]-[13].

In addition to the value of the use of the theory of constructivism for gaming design purposes, instruction with games central to pedagogical practices resulted in higher levels of learning [6], [12], [14]–[20]. Researchers noted that instructional games, when supported by instructional practices using constructivism, netted increased learning across multiple instructional settings, including nursing, social studies, and science. The connection between gaming as instrumental in instruction, when constructivist theory is applied affirms the validity of applying the theory.

Although the application of the theory for instructional purposes validates the use of the theory, the theory was originally designed to support learning. Other researchers (Delia, 1977; Gholson & Craig, 2006; Giustini, 2009; Hoge & Hughes, 2010; Mansour & El-Said, 2009; Moore et al., 2014; Morgan & And, 1997; Pascarella, 2008; Razak & Connolly, 2013; Saadé & Kira, 2004; Vu Minh, 2007) found that learning was enhanced in gaming environments when design and constructivist theory were combined [5], [11], [13], [19]-[26]. Students reported deeper understanding, meaningful learning, and advances in knowledge when games were presented with constructivist principles applied. However, gaps in presentation of learning regarding the direct application of Piaget’s principles of accommodation and assimilation remained.

Several studies examined the process of learning, in the form of decision-making, an important aspect of constructed learning. Higher levels of success were noted on AI games when the halo effect of an interactive computer-aided tool used prior to testing was used by one group, when compared to another that did not have access to the same [20]. Hoge and
Hughes noted that when secondary students played micromanagement computer games, based on NAEP guidelines in an educational setting, learners working in teams, enhanced students’ understanding of complex science and mathematics concepts [5]. The games encouraged students to seek advanced knowledge of content, supporting constructivist problem based learning.

C. Phenomena

Although the original purpose of the interactive game-like design environment project was to create an electrical engineering game with a purpose, to determine anonymous players’ solutions to the game, resulting in algorithms that could lead to new technologies, the purpose took on different trajectory when it phenomenologically emerged through an examination of the data from the game play toward a study of educational purposes. An alternate examination of the data generated the notion that individual players constructed their own knowledge.

D. Purpose

The purpose of this study was to answer the following research question: How do upper and lower level performers construct their knowledge in an open-ended interactive challenging game-like design environment for STEM education?

E. Hypothesis

It was hypothesized that upper and lower level performers would construct their differently from each other, but there was no prediction as to whether either would adapt as assimilators, accommodators, or a combination thereof.

II. BACKGROUND

Scientific games or Games with a Purpose have recently gained much attention as more and more researchers / scientists are harnessing the knowledge of ordinary citizens to solve many of their research problems [27]-[33]. More information about how crowds solve problems can be found in books [34]-[36]. In our study, we used UNTANGLED, which is an interactive gaming environment to uncover human mapping / placement strategies. It was designed to harness human intelligence and discover new mapping techniques for low power portable electronics. The game has been online since May 2012 and has attracted more than 900 players till date. Players used random user names or self-selected user names to play puzzles. Information about the players such as their background, demographics, age etc. was not saved in the database. The only information that has been considered is how players’ solve puzzles. Our study was determined to qualify for an exemption from the Institutional Review Board of the University of North Texas. IRB protocols were followed in all cases.

In this paper, we present results for three games: 4Way2Hops, 4Way1Hop, and 8Way. shown in Figure 1. 4Way2Hop is a game that allows horizontal and vertical connections that skip two nodes. 4Way1Hop is a game allowing connectivity to direct horizontal and vertical neighbors, as well as horizontal and vertical connections that skip one node. 8Way is a game where blocks can connect to any of their 8 neighbors.

The seven benchmarks considered for our study are shown in Table I. The benchmarks are arranged in the game according to the difficulty level and can be categorized into easy, medium and hard levels.

### TABLE I: BASIC INFORMATION RELATED TO THE BENCHMARKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>E1</th>
<th>E2</th>
<th>E3</th>
<th>M1</th>
<th>M2</th>
<th>H1</th>
<th>H2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blocks</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edges</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UNTANGLED game was released in May 2012 and has been online since then. An online gaming competition was conducted in 2012 at worldwide level and it lasted for ten days from August 10 to August 20. After the competition, the game has remained online and continued to attract new and returning players. Several resources such as online press releases and university-sanctioned posts on social networking websites were used to advertise about the competition. Gift cards were given to the winners of each game and the overall competition. Rankings were visible on the UNTANGLED leaderboard throughout the competition and can still be viewed on the game website https://untangled.unt.edu/competition/home.php. The game
has attracted more than 900 players who have generated more than 12000 solutions till date. In the results reported here, we used all played games, including those contributed after the end of the competition. In each case, we considered top 20 and bottom 20 players.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

Independent-samples t-test were conducted to compare scores, violations, types of moves, quarters of puzzle construction, and difficulty of puzzles in lower and upper performers' performances on the puzzles.

A. Scores and Violations

There was a significant difference in the scores for lower performers (M=6859.19, SD=130728) and upper performers (M=270404.54, SD=218258) as they solved the puzzles; t(45)= -4.224, p =.000. There was a significant difference in the number of violations for lower performers (M=7.5, SD=5.963) and upper performers (M=0, SD=0) as they solved the puzzles; t(20)= -5.762, p =.000. The results suggest that the upper level performers were using different constructivist skills when compared to lower performers.

B. Types of Moves

There was a significant difference in the number of single moves for lower performers (M=29.57, SD=13.69) and upper performers (M=48.43, SD=27.43) as they solved the puzzles; t(35)= -6.776, p =.000. There was a significant difference in the number of multi moves for lower performers (M=2.44, SD=1.01) and upper performers (M=3.57, SD=2.55) as they solved the puzzles; t(35)= -3.396, p =.002. There was a significant difference in the number of swap moves for lower performers (M=3.03, SD=2.53) and upper performers (M=8.15, SD=5.96) as they solved the puzzles; t(35)= -5.914, p =.000. There was not a significant difference in the number of rem pass moves for lower performers (M=1.18, SD=1.23) and upper performers (M=1.34, SD=1.91) as they solved the puzzles; t(35)= -0.757, p =.45. The results suggest that the types of moves different types of performers use matters in the successful solution to the puzzles, such as single, multi, and swap moves. However, the findings suggest that the more obscure moves, add and rem pass, were used less frequently overall, consequently no significant differences between the groups in the use of these types of moves was observed.

C. Moves by Quarters of Puzzle Solving

There was a significant difference in the number of moves in the first quarter for lower performers (M=7.74, SD=13.87) and upper performers (M=12.90, SD=23.71) as they solved the puzzles; t(45)= -3.107, p =.003. There was a significant difference in the number of moves in the second quarter for lower performers (M=7.82, SD=13.27) and upper performers (M=12.96, SD=22.94) as they solved the puzzles; t(45)= -3.23, p =.003. There was a significant difference in the number of moves in the third quarter for lower performers (M=7.53, SD=11.88) and upper performers (M=12.97, SD=21.28) as they solved the puzzles; t(45)= -3.62, p =.001. There was a significant difference in the number of moves in the fourth quarter for lower performers (M=7.37, SD=11.31) and upper performers (M=11.82, SD=19.51) as they solved the puzzles; t(45)= -2.981, p =.005. The results suggest that upper performing players consistently used more moves across all quarters of play when compared to lower performing players.

D. Puzzle Difficulty

There was a significant difference in the number of moves used in the easy level of the puzzle lower performers (M=4.31, SD=6.84) and upper performers (M=6.94, SD=11.08) as they solved the puzzles; t(63)= -4.195, p =.000. There was a significant difference in the number of moves used in the medium level of the puzzle lower performers (M=7.09, SD=10.31) and upper performers (M=11.61, SD=17.16) as they solved the puzzles; t(55)= -3.733, p =.000. There was a significant difference in the number of moves used in the hard level of the puzzle lower performers (M=12.10, SD=17.36) and upper performers (M=20.58, SD=30.838) as they solved the puzzles; t(59)= -4.436, p =.000. The results suggest that upper performing players consistently used more moves across difficulty levels of play when compared to lower performing players.

The results of the cross sectional analyses suggest that more moves, no matter the quarter, difficulty, and type influences higher scores and fewer violations. Based on these findings, it can be implied that upper performers constructed their knowledge differently from lower performers as they solved the electrical engineering puzzles.

V. DISCUSSION

It was hypothesized that learners would adapt to the game differently, although it was unknown as to how they would adapt. Findings show that the upper and lower level players of these games did differ in in their performances while solving the puzzles.

Constructing knowledge emanates from adapting learning and experiences to schema already embedded in the learner. The two sets of learners in the case of this electrical engineering game differed in multiple ways, suggesting a variance in constructed knowledge. The upper performance group was made more moves in each quarter, used more of each type of game, and no matter the difficulty, had more moves than their counterparts. The persistence in using more moves resulted in significantly more points, elimination of violations, and completion of the games. The upper performing learners showed a type of adaptation to the new environment that required altering schema as the games progressed. Although the upper performing learners used most types of moves more frequently, with the exception of the add pass and rem pass moves. The number of single, multi, and swap moves suggests a player who is willing to try and try again to achieve success with the game, as the game play progressed, they turned to alternate moves increasingly at each quarter, indicating that they were changing their original schema of single move only. The upper performers could be characterized as constructivist learners who are...
accommodators, learners who alter schema based on new information or experiences. They used the points, violations, and rewards to both achieve success in completion and change their perspective as the game progressed.

In contrast, the lower performers, who did not complete any of the games, seemed less motivated by points, and showed little concern for violations. Their constructed knowledge was evident by the fact that they did play, showed evidence of adjusting moves in various quarters of the game play, but made significantly fewer plays, resulting in non-completion. These players were using a constructed knowledge adaptation schema of assimilation. In this schema, the lower performing learners added new information, as evidenced by the use of all move types, albeit in smaller numbers than the upper performing group. However, in spite of the new information that was added, the lower level players did not use the information to change their schema, thereby never completing the games or using enough plays to create enough new information and experiences that would have led to success in the games.

VI. IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION AND CONCLUSION

Teachers, either those standing in front of a classroom, lecturing, handing out assignments, or game designers who design games with an educational purpose, are both challenged to recognize the need of both constructors of knowledge: assimilators and accommodators. If the information to be learned or skill to be developed are critical to the learners’ advancement in a field or gains in important knowledge or concept development, teachers and game designers are challenged to find a way to guide the assimilator adaptive constructors of learning to include more accommodator characteristics in their knowledge construction. It is incumbent on teachers to reach out to these learners and tap into what motivates them to learn, and what incremental instructional frames would be necessary to engage these learners. Scaffolding techniques, related directly to the learners’ gains would be critical to assure success. Piaget suggests that for learners to construct their knowledge in a balanced manner, it is important that both accommodation and assimilation types of thinking about learning occur. To accept one or the other is insufficient and it is incumbent on teachers to recognize this and find additional means by which to guide students through constructing their knowledge through both schema types.

Likewise, game designers, knowing what is necessary to complete games successfully could potentially design games so that the learner is prompted to use the appropriate number of moves, and with elegance, resulting in completion and potentially learning. A game of this nature would adapt to the learner when it is apparent the learner is abandoning the game, accepting their own schema as assimilators, rather than using the game information and experiences to change schema, applying the accommodation schema. The games can provide tips, clues, design choices, and alternative move strategies during the game play that guide players towards getting good solutions.

The results of the game play suggest that two distinct types of learners elected to play the game and in the case of the upper performers, finish it. Often in educational settings students not motivated by external rewards, such as points, grades, and lack of violations, require a teacher or game designer who is eager to reach all learners. This requires alternative perspectives and approaches to the learner. This requires extra time to get to know the learner, or in the case of the game designer, the consideration of alternative structures that serve to engage and envelop the lower performing student. If the material is important enough to learn, it behooves the classroom teacher as well as the game designer to consider the needs of both constructors of knowledge, the accommodator who can change schema, and the assimilator who goes through the experience and does not alter schema. Both learners, if guided to meld the two, can adapt, and learn.
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